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Abstract 

Property management is a very complex and challenging 24/7 profession and the team consists of various backgrounds to 
ensure that it can cater to the needs and requirements of each building. Thus, to deliver quality services would require a 
minimum competency framework according to their scope and area of work. This research is aim to develop the property 
management competency framework that is applicable to the property management service delivery in Malaysia. The procedures 
used in developing this framework consists of five stages namely literature review, data collection, focus group discussion 
(national and international), and verification and validating the proposed competency framework with Industry Expert Panels. 
Findings reveal that the Competency Framework consists of three levels namely foundational, expert area and added 
competencies.  
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1. Introduction

Property management in Malaysia is a profession regulated under the Valuers, Appraisers, and Estate Agent 
Act 1981. The Board of Valuers, Appraisers and Estate Agents is responsible to ensure that the real estate 
professionals abide by the rules and guidelines as well as to strengthen the professional integrity and ethics. Hence 
to achieve this, a formulation of competency framework for the property management team will be very valuable and 
beneficial to the industry and the stakeholders. 

The competency standards will enhance the industry’s overall professionalism and competitiveness by 
developing and setting the competency requirements for each level of property management services required by 
the building and property industry. This will act as benchmarks for the skills required in performing different job 
functions of the industry including industry specific knowledge, professional skills and soft skills etc. Professional 
bodies in the property management industry include Board of Valuers, Appraisers and Estate Agents, Malaysia 
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(BoVAEA), Royal Institution of Surveyors Malaysia (RISM), Association of Valuers, Property Managers, Estate 
Agents, and Property Consultants in Private Sector, Malaysia (PEPS), and the Malaysian Institute of Professional 
Property Managers (MIPPM). 
  

 

2. Background of the Study 

 

Property management seeks to advice on the establishment of an appropriate framework within which to 

oversee property holdings to achieve the agreed short- and long-term objectives of the estate owner and particularly 

to have regard to the purpose for which the estate is held (Scarrett,1983). The basic needs will be to carry out such 

tasks as negotiating rental on suitable terms, initiating and negotiating rent reviews and lease renewals, overseeing 

physical maintenance and the enforcement of lease covenants. These activities will take place within an agreed 

strategic framework where there is a need to be mindful of the necessity of upgrading and merging interests where 

possible, recognising other opportunities for the development of potential and fulfilling owner’s legal and social 

duties to the community.  

The Valuers, Appraisers and Estate Agents Act 1981 (Act 242), describe property management as the 

management and control of land, building and any interest therein. There are various perspectives on the definitions 

of property management namely from the statutes/legislations, the property councils, the professional bodies and 

the academia. Nonetheless all these definitions have the same theme of managing a property which involves 

establishing goals and objectives, implementing policies, monitoring and reviewing strategies to the benefit of the 

owner, tenants as well as enhancing the value of the property.  

 

 

3. Functions of Property Management 

   

Property management functions can be divided into four clusters, namely: administrative (Shardy, Arman, & 

Abd Hamid, 2011; Zaiton, 2007; Kyle, Baird, & Spodek, 2000), marketing (Zaiton, 2007; Kyle, Baird, & Spodek, 

2000), investment/finance and physical management (Shardy, Arman, & Abd Hamid, 2011; Zaiton, 2007; Kyle, 

Baird, & Spodek, 2000).This is supported by the Valuers, Appraisers and Estate Agents Act 1981 (Act 242), where 

property management responsibilities include the following: 

a) Monitoring outgoings for the property and making payments out of the income from the property; 

b) Preparing budgets and maintaining financial records of the property; 

c) Enforcing the terms of leases and other agreements pertaining to the property; 

d) Advising on sale and purchases decisions; 

e) Advising on insurance matters; 

f) Advising on the opportunities for the realisation of development or investment potential of the property; and 

g) Advising on the necessity for upgrading the property or for the merging of interests. 

Additionally, the Malaysian Property Management Standards covers the following functions:  

(a) Building management 

(b) Maintenance management 

(c) Financial management 

(d) Administrative management 

(e) Insurance management 

(f) Tenancy and lease management 

Further to this, the practice of residential property management involves the following activities (Institute of 

Residential Property Management, 2012): 

(a) Setting up management agreements 

(b) Setting up and carrying out management services 
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(c) Managing service charges and associated finances for property  management 

(d) Facilitate the maintenance of managed properties 

(e) Manage service providers  

(f) Implement and monitor health and safety controls for managed properties 

(g) Manage effective relationships with customers and other parties 

(h) Manage effective use of information and communication links 

(i) Manage and respond to problems relating to managed properties 

 

Table 1 below summarises the matrix of property management functions from the various literatures. Currently, 

albeit guidelines and legislations available on this matter, property management practice is based on the 

management’s own guideline and standard (Tiun, 2009). Tiun (2009) added that property management and 

maintenance standard of management service provided by most of the property managers and developers are 

questionable. Perhaps the main drawback in this issue is the lack of a structured process for property performance 

measurement (Kishk, 2005). But this paper argues that a competency-based framework in the property managment 

could be the solution the profession needed.  

 

 

Table 1: Matrix of Property Management Functions 

 

  
Function 

BOVEA  
(1991) 

Malaysian 
Property 

Management 
Standard 

Institute of 
Residential 

Management 
(2012) 

1 Monitoring outgoings for the property and making payments out of the 
income from the property 

x  x x 

2 Preparing budgets and maintaining financial records of the property x x  
3 Enforcing the terms of leases and other agreements pertaining to the 

property 
x x  

4 Advising on sale and purchases decisions x   
5 Advising on insurance matters x x  
6 Advising on the opportunities for the realisation of development or 

investment potential of the property 
x   

7 Advising on the necessity for upgrading the property or for the merging of 
interests 

x x  

8 Health, safety and emergency management  x x 
9 Facilitate the maintenance of managed properties   x 

10 Manage effective relationships with customers and other parties   x 
11 Manage effective use of information and communication links   x 
12 Manage and respond to problems relating to managed properties   x 

 

General property management involves the legal, technical, physical, operational and financial control of a 

property by a landlord, tenant of other party having an interest in that property and/or their agents in the pursuit of 

their needs and their obligations. In summary, the functions of property management are summarised in Table 2 

below. 
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Table 2: The functions of property management 

 

Function Scope 

Administrative This operation part of property management requires constant monitoring outgoings, income, and expenditure from the 

property. Legal contractual enforcement of the term of leases and other agreements pertaining to the property is also 

expected. 

Marketing In addition to advising on the sale, purchase and leasing matter, the property management personnel is also required 

to formulate and execute necessary marketing programs as well as promotions and other advertising strategies, when 

deem appropriate. The objective of these plans must be to achieve or assist in increasing the occupancy rate or sales. 

Investment / Finance The property management team is considered as the representative of the property owner in realising an optimum 

return on his / her investment, acting as the owner’s consultant whenever property investment opportunity arises. Thus, 

it is imperative that proper budgeting and financial records are maintained.  

Physical 

Management 

This physical function of property management often referred to as facility management. In addition, monitoring the 

quality and functionality of the property structures, assets, and common areas; the property management personnel is 

also expected to keep a good relationship with vendors and contractors to ensure quality work will be produced in a 

timely manner. They are also required to advise the property owner on the necessity for upgrading the property or for 

the merging of interests, whenever needed. 

 
4. Justification of the research 
 

To date there is no competency guideline available for the property management industry, thus, this has 
caused complaints amongst the stakeholders in regards to the quality and the team that managed the building. This 
research is funded by the NAPREC Research Grant – NAPREC (R&D). The research aims to enhance the service 
delivery of the property management services by developing a competency framework for property management 
profession. 
 
 
5. Competency and Competency Framework 
 

Competency is defined as a person-related concept that refers to the dimensions of behavior lying behind the 
competent performer. In addition, competence is a work-related concept that refers to areas of work at which the 
person is competent; and competencies are often referred as the combination of the above two. There are five types 
of competencies namely: 
a) Foundation competencies are the behaviours, skills and knowledge that are shared by everyone in the 

organisation, e.g. communication. 
b) Focus competencies are those related to a particular industry or profession, e.g. legislation or best practice 

guidelines. 
c) Execution competencies are those required to carry out a specific role or level, e.g. customer service agent or 

customer service manager. 
d) Potential competencies are those that the organisation would like to see an individual develop for the benefit of 

the organisation. At this stage, it is also important to encourage an individual to consider their personal 
potential competencies as well as those imposed by the organisation. 

e) Aspiration competencies are those that an individual hopes to develop over a longer period and need not be 
connected to an organisational need either current or in the future. 
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Competency plays an important role in any organization nationwide. The benefits of competencies include 

recruit the right people through a cost effective, consistent, fair and open process; deploy and maintain the right 
people in the right jobs; assess performance against a well-defined set of behaviours, skills and knowledge; retain 
the right people by developing them in the right way and linking competence to organisational performance; reward 
the right people appropriately through measurable competencies linked to personal/organisational performance; and 
manage workforce and succession planning in an objective manner. 

Competencies framework is defined as the successful performance in specific jobs, job groups, organizations, 
occupations, or industries and are the foundation for recruitment and hiring, training and development, and 
performance management. Industry-wide framework captures the broad baseline skills and competencies common 
to an entire industry rather than just an industry sector or occupation. Various studies have covered the 
competencies framework which includes both the public sector and private sector. 

 

 

6. Methodology  

 

This research focus on the property management (operational) of residential properties. The research 

procedures are divided into five stages. Stage 1 is the review of secondary information/data based on literature 

review - the focus is on the functions of property management and to identify the various types of critical jobs and 

specifications relating to property management. Stage 2 is the data collection on job specifications. This is based on 

the sampling of job descriptions, organization charts, law/regulatory materials as well as the professional practice 

guides and standards. Stage 3 is to identify the competency framework by reviewing job descriptions, existing 

framework developed by other international bodies and focus groups from Industry Expert Panels (nationally and 

internationally) to identify the knowledge skills and abilities required to perform each duty. Stage 4 involves the 

analysis based on the collected data and focus towards creating competency categories based on the above 

evaluation and mapping the competencies against the main job profiles. Stage 5 is the verification and validating the 

proposed competency framework with Industry Expert Panels.  

 

 

7. The Findings 

 

The development of the conceptual framework has gone through an extensive literature search (USA, 2010; UK, 

2011; Irish, 2002; JKR, 2006; BIFM, RICS, HK). Table 3 summarise the category and elements of competencies 

from various literature. 

 
Table 3: Matrix of Competencies by Category and Elements (various authors) 

 
 Category Elements Sub-elements USA UK Irish JKR BIFM RICS HK MIT UiTM 

2010 2011 2002 2006    2006 Dip BSc 

1 Foundational 

Competencies 

Foundation Personal 

effectiveness 

competencies 

Interpersonal skills √ √ √ √   √ √ √ √ 

Integrity √ √  √ √ √ √ √ √ √ 

Professionalism √ √  √ √ √ √ √ √ √ 

Initiative/self-motivation √  √  √  √ √  √ 

Dependability & Reliability √  √    √ √  √ 

Willingness to learn     √  √ √  √ 

 Academic 

competencies 

Reading √          

Writing √         √ 

Mathematics √          

Science & technology √          

Communication-listening & 

speaking 

√  √ 
√   √ √ √ √ 

Critical & analytic thinking √  √  √  √ √  √ 

Active learning √    √    √ √ 

Basic computer skills √        √ √ 
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 Workplace 

competencies 

Business fundamentals √ √  √ √  √ √ √ √ 

Teamwork √ √  √ √  √ √ √ √ 

Adaptability Flexibility √ √  √ √  √ √   

Marketing & customer focus √ √  √ √  √ √ √ √ 

Problem- solving & decision- 

making 

√ 
√ 

√ 
√ √  √ √  √ 

Working with tools & technology √ √  √ √     √ 

Checking, examining & recording √    √      

Sustainable practices √ √   √     √ 

2 Areas of 

Expertise 

(Core 

Competencies) 

 

Focus Knowledge Property Management  √    √   √ √ 

Economics      √   √ √ 

Building technologies & services  √   √ √   √ √ 

Building maintenance & 

management 

 √   
√ √ 

  
√ √ 

Legislation, codes, directives & 

regulatory issues 

 √   
√ √ 

  
√ √ 

Property Marketing  √    √   √ √ 

Property Investment      √   √ √ 

Property valuation     √ √   √ √ 

Sustainability & environmental 

issues 

 √   
√ √ 

  
 √ 

Information & knowledge 

management 

    
√ √ 

  
 √ 

The Business Organisation  √   √    √ √ 

Risk Management  √   √ √    √ 

Project Management  √   √     √ 

Human Resources Management  √   √     √ 

Quality Management     √      

Customer Service     √      

Space Management  √   √ √   √ √ 

Energy and Utility Management  √   √      

Procurement, Contracts and 

Contract Management 

 √   
√  

  
 √ 

Financial Management     √ √   √ √ 

Relationships with Suppliers and 

Specialists 

    
√  

  
  

Technical Evaluate & review compliance    √   √    

Provide education & training on 

compliance requirements and 

systems 

   

√ √  

√  

  

Develop a budget   √ √ √  √    

Develop an operational business 

plan 

   
√ √  

√  
  

Develop & monitor policy & 

procedures 

   
√   

√  
√ √ 

Analyse & comment on 

management reports 

   
√ √  

√  
  

Manage finances   √ √   √    

Provide workplace information & 

resourcing plans 

   
√ √ √ 

√  
√ √ 

Manage budgets and financial 

plans 

  √ 
√ √  

√  
  

Manage operational plan    √ √  √  √  

Develop a workplace learning 

environment 

   
√ √  

√  
 √ 

Manage, develop & motivate 

people 

   
√ √  

√  
  

Interpersonal 

Skills 

Verbal communication  √ √ √ √  √ √  √ 

Written communication  √ √ √   √ √ √ √ 

Analysing and investigating  √ √ √   √ √ √ √ 

Planning & organising  √ √ √ √  √ √ √ √ 

Time management  √ √ √ √ √ √ √  √ 

Action plan  √ √ √ √  √ √  √ 

Self-awareness  √ √ √   √ √   

Personal impact/confidence  √ √ √   √ √   

Lifelong learning  √ √ √ √  √ √  √ 

Stress tolerance  √  √ √  √ √   

Interpersonal sensitivity  √  √ √  √ √   
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3 Added Values: 

Leadership 

Managerial 

Competencies 

Successful 

Execution 

Leadership  √ √ √ √ √  √ √   

Vision  √ √ √ √ √  √ √  √ 

Empowering 

others 

 
√ √ 

√ 
√ √  √ √  √ 

Building trust  √ √ √ √ √  √ √   

Managing 

performance 

 
√ √ 

√ 
√ √  √ √   

Judgement/ 

decision-

making 

 

√ √ 

√ 

√ √  √ √  √ 

 

Further to this, a focus group discussion (1st stage) has been conducted. Table 4 below tabulates the total mean 

score for each of the categories. By category, leadership has the highest total mean score of 4.57 followed by 

Foundational competencies (4.20) and Areas of expertise competencies (4.17). This is rather interesting as the area 

of expertise is supposed to be the fundamental needed to equip a person prior to joining the industry but the weight 

given in the mean score demonstrates that it is not the priority. Based on the respondents’ feedback it demonstrates 

that overall the respondents agreed that all the categories, elements, and items in the framework are important, 

however, due to the priority or weight based on the Likert scale thus producing the various mean score for the items. 

 

Table 4: Total mean score for the different competencies categories 
 Category Elements Total Mean score Ranking 

1  Foundational 
Competencies  

Foundation  Personal effectiveness competencies  4.31  
4.20 

 
2 

Academic competencies  4.08 

Workplace competencies  4.22 

2  Areas of Expertise  
(Core Competencies)  

Focus  Knowledge  4.09  
4.17 

 
3 Technical  4.07 

Interpersonal Skills  4.36 

3  Added Values: Leadership 
Managerial Competencies  

Successful 
Execution  

Leadership   
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

4.57 

 
 
 
 
1 

Vision  

Empowering others  

Building trust  

Managing performance  

Judgement/ decision- making  

 

The 2nd focus group from various organizations including public and private and a discussion at the national and 

international level have been conducted and Fig. 1 illustrates the hierarchy of the Property Management Team. 

Findings, deliberations, and discussions from both the 1st and 2nd focus group have been the basis to develop a 

conceptual framework as in Fig. 2. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig .1: The Hierarchy of Property Management Team 
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EXECUTIVE 
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WIREMAN 

FINANCE/ ACCOUNT CLERK 
ADMINISTRATIVE CLERK 

 

 

MANAGERIAL LEVEL 

EXECUTIVE  
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SUPPORT 
 LEVEL 

BUILDING 

EXECUTIVE 
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This framework identifies the hierarchy of the property management team according to three different tiers 

namely the managerial level, the executive level, and the support level. In each of the hierarchy, the framework has 
also established the designation, qualification, requirements, duties, and responsibilities. The scope of the 
competencies for each of the designation is developed under three integrated elements i.e. the Foundational 
Competencies, the Core Competencies and the Added Competencies. Each of the competency elements carries 
different requirements that are essential for the professional property manager and team members to deliver quality 
services to the clients, stakeholders, and industry. 

The framework developed in this research is generic in nature and can be adopted according to the 
requirements and complexity of the property management organization. The basis of this framework is in 
accordance to: 
i) Property Management Standards of the Board of Valuers, Appraisers and Estate Agents Malaysia 
ii) Strata Management Act 2013 
iii) Strata Management (Maintenance and Management) Regulations 2015 
iv) Strata Title Act 1985 
v) Public and Private Institutions Competencies Guidelines 
vi) International Competencies Guidelines 

 

Additionally, a pyramid of property management competencies (Fig. 3) has been formulated based on the above 

conceptual framework. Rationally the foundation will be the bottom layer followed by the areas of expertise and the 

top layer is the added values. This pyramid displays the essential elements that shape the property management 

competencies.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 2: A Conceptual Competency Framework for Property Management 
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Fig 3: The Pyramid of Property Management Competencies 

 

8. Conclusions 

 

The rapid spread of globalisation, the growth of information technology and the emergence of sustainability 

agenda have dramatically changed the business environment in which the professional property managers operate. 

These led to a demand for more education and the need to develop a broader range of skills to succeed in the 

increasingly competitive and complex property management business environment. The property management 

professionals must change if it is to be relevant and add value to the property management profession and industry. 

The knowledge base and technical skills required of today’s property management professional have changed 

significantly. The competency requirements for a professional property manager include advanced technical 

knowledge, a good grasp of business operations and a working knowledge of the real estate business environment. 

The ability to integrate different business concepts, apply sustainability principles, to be cost effective and a strong 

ethical foundation are essential elements of a successful professional property manager. In response to these 

challenges, this research has focused on identifying the professional competencies expected of the various 

personnel in a property management team. The outcome of this research project is a Competency Framework for 

the Property Management Industry.  

The Framework introduces a generic framework of competencies related to the property management 

professionals and supporting staff. It is made up of Foundational Competencies and Core Competencies which are 

essential competencies for any property management personnel. It is hoped that the Framework will provide the 

basis for future research that will investigate into detailed aspects of competencies related to the property 

management professionals. 
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